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Subtracting rational expressions calculator
An expression that is the quotient of two algebraic expressions (with denominator not 0) is called a fractional expression. The most common fractional expressions are those that are the quotients of two polynomials; these are called rational expressions. Since fractional expressions involve quotients, it is important to keep track of values of the
variable that satisfy the requirement that no denominator be0. For example, x != -2 in the rational expression: because replacing x with -2 makes the denominator equal 0. Similarly, in x!=-2 and x!= -4 The restrictions on the variable are found by determining the values that make the denominator equal to zero. In the second example above, finding
the values of x that make (x + 2)(x + 4) = 0 requires using the property that ab = 0 if and only if a = 0 or b = 0, as follows. (x+2)(x+4)=0 x+2=0 or x+4=0 x=-2 or x=-4 Just as the fraction 6/8 is written in lowest terms as 3/4, rational expressions may also be written in lowest terms. This is done with the fundamental principle. Example 1 Write each
expression in lowest terms. Factor the numerator and denominator to get By the fundamental principle, In the original expression p cannot be 0 or -4, because So this result is valid only for values of p other than 0 and -4. From now on, we shall always assume such restrictions when reducing rational expressions. Now let's take a look at how our
step-by-step fraction solver solves this problem: Example 2 Factor to get The factors 2 - k and k - 2 have opposite signs. Because of this, multiply numerator and denominator by -1, as follows. Since (k-2)*(-1)=-k+2 or 2- k, Giving Working in an alternative way would lead to the equivalent result Our fraction calculator can solve this and many similar
problems. If you would like a similar problem to be generated, click on solve similar button: Probably the most common error made in algebra is the incorrect use of the fundamental principle to write a fraction in lowest terms, Remember, the fundamental principle requires a pair of common factors, one in the numerator and one in the denominator.
For example, On the other hand cannot be simplified further by the fundamental principle, because the numerator cannot be factored. Enter expression, e.g. (x^2-y^2)/(x-y) If you're seeing this message, it means we're having trouble loading external resources on our website. If you're behind a web filter, please make sure that the domains
*.kastatic.org and *.kasandbox.org are unblocked. In this lesson we will look at how to add and subtract rational expressions. In other words, how to work with fractions that have variables in them as well as numbers.Remember: when you add and subtract fractions you need a common denominator.Let’s look at how to find the least common factor
from a group of terms. Say you have, ???5x???, ???xy^2???, and ???5y^4???, you can set up a table to help you organize the factors. Put your terms along the left hand column and your parts along the top row. Then list the parts of each term.In order to generate the least common multiple, we have to take the largest value from each column of
factors. The largest factor from the coefficients column is ???5???; the largest factor from the ???x???’s column is ???x???; the largest factor from the ???y???’s column is ???y^4???. Therefore, the least common multiple of our terms ???5x???, ???xy^2??? and ???5y^4??? is???5xy^4???Now let’s look at how to apply this idea to adding and subtracting
rational expressions. ExampleSimplify the expression.???\frac{y}{5x}+\frac{a}{xy^2}-\frac{c}{5y^4}???We need to combine the three fractions in the expression into one fraction, which we’ll do by finding a common denominator.The lowest common denominator will be the least common multiple of the three denominators in???\frac{y}
{5x}+\frac{a}{xy^2}-\frac{c}{5y^4}???The denominators are, ???5x???, ???xy^2??? and ???5y^4???. We found that the common denominator is ???5xy^4???.Now we need to multiply the numerator and denominator of each fraction by whatever value is required to make the denominator of the fraction ???5xy^4???.???\frac{y^4}{y^4} \cdot
\frac{y}{5x}+\frac{5y^2}{5y^2} \cdot \frac{a}{xy^2}-\frac{x}{x} \cdot \frac{c}{5y^4}??????\frac{y^5}{5xy^4} +\frac{5ay^2}{5xy^4}- \frac{xc}{5xy^4}??????\frac{y^5+5ay^2-xc}{5xy^4}??? To find the common denominator, start by breaking each denominator down into its factors Let’s do one more example.ExampleSimplify the
expression.???\frac{a}{2bc^2}+\frac{m}{3c}+\frac{y}{4bc}???We need to combine the three fractions in the expression into one fraction, which we’ll do by finding a common denominator.The lowest common denominator will be the least common multiple of the three denominators in???\frac{a}{2bc^2}+\frac{m}{3c}+\frac{y}{4bc}???In order
to generate the least common multiple, we have to take the largest common factor from each column of factors. The largest factor from the coefficients column is ???3 \cdot 2 \cdot 2 = 12???; the largest factor from the ???b???’s column is ???b???; the largest common factor from the ???c???’s column is ???c^2???. Therefore, the least common
multiple is???12bc^2???Now we need to multiply the numerator and denominator of each fraction by whatever value is required to make the denominator of the fraction???12bc^2???We get???\frac{6}{6} \cdot \frac{a}{2bc^2} + \frac{4bc}{4bc} \cdot \frac{m}{3c} + \frac{3c}{3c} \cdot \frac{y}{4bc}??????\frac{6a}{12bc^2} +\frac{4bcm}
{12bc^2} + \frac{3cy}{12bc^2}??????\frac{6a+4bcm+3cy}{12bc^2}??? Show Slider Related Topics More Algebra Lessons A rational expression is a fraction in which either the numerator, or the denominator, or both the numerator and the denominator are algebraic expressions. In this lesson, we will be looking at how to subtract rational
expressions with the same denominator and rational expressions with different denominators. Subtracting Rational Expressions with Same Denominators When the denominators of two algebraic fractions are the same, we can subtract the numerators and then simplify when possible. Example: Simplify the following expression: Solution: How to
subtract rational expressions with same denominators? Example: (8f - g)/2 - (8f + g)/2 Show Step-by-step Solutions How to add and subtract rational expressions with the the same denominators? Examples: 1. (4x - 1)/(x - 3) + (1 + 3x)/(x - 3) = 2. (x2 + 7x)/(x - 7) - (10x + 28)/(x - 7) = Show Step-by-step Solutions When the denominators of two algebraic
fractions are different, we need to find the Least Common Multiple of the denominators (or LCD) before we subtract the fractions. Here are the steps you need to follow: Step 1: Find the LCD Step 2: Express each fraction with the LCD as the denominator. Step 3: Subtract the numerators and simplify when possible. Now we apply the above 3 steps in
the following example. Example: Express the following as a fraction with a single denominator: Solution: How to subtract rational expressions with different denominators? Example: (-7f)/(f - n) - (4f - n)/(4f - 4n) = Show Step-by-step Solutions How to subtract rational expressions with different trinomial denominators? Example: (3q + 4)/(3q2 + 5q - 28)
- (5q + 3)/(2q2 + 3q - 20) Show Step-by-step Solutions How to add and subtract rational expressions when the denominators are different? Examples: 3/(x - 3) + 2/(x + 5) 7/(x + 2) - 5/(x + 3) Show Step-by-step Solutions How to subtract rational expressions with unlike denominators? (2x + 5)/(x2 + 3x -10) - 3/(x + 6) Show Step-by-step Solutions Try
the free Mathway calculator and problem solver below to practice various math topics. Try the given examples, or type in your own problem and check your answer with the step-by-step explanations. We welcome your feedback, comments and questions about this site or page. Please submit your feedback or enquiries via our Feedback page. Enter
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asymptotes critical points derivative domain eigenvalues eigenvectors expand extreme points factor implicit derivative inflection points intercepts inverse laplace inverse laplace partial fractions range slope simplify solve for tangent taylor vertex geometric test alternating test telescoping test pseries test root test Related » Graph » Number Line »
Examples » Our online expert tutors can answer this problem Get step-by-step solutions from expert tutors as fast as 15-30 minutes. Your first 5 questions are on us! In partnership with You are being redirected to Course Hero I want to submit the same problem to Course Hero Examples rational-expression-calculator en Feedback
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